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Abstract. Web search engines are usually designed to serve all users, without 
considering the interests of individual users. Personalized web search incorpo-
rates an individual user's interests when deciding relevant results to return.  We 
propose to learn a user profile, called a user interest hierarchy (UIH), from web 
pages that are of interest to the user. The user’s interest in web pages will be 
determined implicitly, without directly asking the user. Using the implicitly 
learned UIH, we study methods that (re)rank the results from a search engine.  
Experimental results indicate that our personalized ranking methods, when used 
with a popular search engine, can yield more relevant web pages for individual 
users. 

1   Introduction 

Web personalization adapts the information or services provided by a web site to the 
needs of a user. Web personalization is used mainly in four categories: predicting 
web navigation, assisting personalization information, personalizing content, and 
personalizing search results. Predicting web navigation anticipates future requests or 
provides guidance to client. If a web browser or web server can correctly anticipate 
the next page that will be visited, the latency of the next request will be greatly re-
duced [11,20,32,5,2,13,37,38]. Assisting personalization information helps a user 
organize his or her own information and increases the usability of the Web [26,24]. 
Personalizing content focuses on personalizing individual pages, site-sessions (e.g., 
adding shortcut), or entire browsing sessions [1]. Personalized web search results 
provide customized results depending on each user’s interests [19,18,25,2,17,29,4]. 
In this work, we focus on personalizing web search by ordering search engine results 
based on the interests of each individual user, which can greatly aid the search 
through massive amounts of data on the internet. 

There are two main techniques for performing web personalization: collaborative 
filtering [2,5] and user profiles [28,33]. Collaborative filtering uses information from 



many different users to make recommendations. Collaborative filtering assumes that 
people have common interests, and would suggest web pages that are the most popu-
lar. Disadvantages of this method are that it cannot predict whether a user will like a 
new page, and it requires a large amount of data from many users to determine what 
pages are the most popular.  Obtaining data on the web pages visited by many differ-
ent users is often difficult (or illegal) to collect in many application domains. In con-
trast, user profiles require the web page history of only a single user. There are two 
techniques for building a user profile: explicit and implicit. The explicit approach has 
major disadvantages.  It takes time and effort for a user to specify his or her own 
interests, and the user’s interests could change significantly over time. Alternatively, 
an implicit approach can identify a user’s interests by inference, and can automati-
cally adapt to changing or short-term interests. 

In this paper, we propose a method to personalize web search by ranking the pages 
returned from a search engine.  Each page’s ranking is determined by using the indi-
vidual’s implicitly-learned user profile. Pages are ranked based on their “score,” 
where higher scores are considered to be more interesting to the user after comparing 
the text of the page to the user’s profile. For example, if a user searches for “Austra-
lia” and is interested in “travel,” then links related to “travel” will be scored higher; 
but if a user is interested in “universities,” then pages related to “universities” will be 
scored higher. We wish to devise a scoring function that is able reorder the results 
from Google [14], based on a user’s implicitly learned interests, such that web pages 
that the user is most interested in appear at the top of the page. A User Interest Hier-
archy (UIH) is built from a set of interesting web pages using a divisive hierarchical 
clustering algorithm (DHC). A UIH organizes a user’s interests from general to spe-
cific. The UIH can be used to build a scoring function for personalizing web search 
engines or e-commerce sites [6]. The web pages in a user’s bookmarks are used as the 
set of interesting web pages for this work [24,26] in order to identify user interests. 

While using a search engine, people find what they want. Often times they also 
find web pages they want to visit next time again. We define interesting web pages 
and potentially interesting web pages. The definition of interest is whether a user 
found what they want; the definition of potential interest is whether a web page will 
be interesting to a user in the future. 

Our contributions are: 
• We introduce personalized ranking methods – Weighted Scoring function (WS) 

and Uniform Scoring function (US) – that utilize an implicitly learned user pro-
file (UIH); 

• We identify four characteristics for terms that match the user profile and provide 
a probabilistic measure for each characteristic; 

• Our experimental results indicate that WS method can achieve higher precision 
than Google for Top 10, 15 and 20 web pages that are relevant to the user search 
query; 

• The WS method can also yield higher precision than Google for Top 1, 5, 10, 15 
and 20 web pages that are potentially interesting to the user; 

• When incorporating the (public) ranking from the search engine, we found that 
equal weights for the public and personalized ranking can result in higher preci-
sion. 



The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work re-
garding personalized search results and the use of bookmarks; Section 3 explains 
divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm that builds UIH; Section 4 details our ap-
proach to reorder search results; Section 5 provides a detailed description of our user-
interest scoring methods; Section 6 discusses our evaluation; Section 7 analyzes our 
results; and Section 8 summarizes our work. 

2   Related Work 

Page et al. [29] first proposed personalized web search by modifying the global Pag-
eRank algorithm with the input of bookmarks or homepages of a user. their work 
mainly focuses on global “importance” by taking advantage of the link structure of 
the web. Haveliwala [17] determined that PageRank could be computed for very large 
subgraphs of the web on machines with limited main memory. Brin et al. [4] sug-
gested the idea of biasing the PageRank computation for the purpose of personaliza-
tion, but it was never fully explored. Bharat and Mihaila [2] suggested an approach 
called Hilltop, that generates a query-specific authority score by detecting and index-
ing pages that appear to be good experts for certain keywords, based on their links. 
Hilltop is designed to improve results for popular queries; however, query terms for 
which experts were not found will not be handled by the Hilltop algorithm. Haveli-
wala [18] used personalized PageRank scores to enable “topic sensitive” web search. 
They concluded that the use of personalized PageRank scores can improve web 
search, but the number of hub vectors (e.g., number of interesting web pages used in 
a bookmark) used was limited to 16 due to the computational requirements. Jeh and 
Widom [19] scaled the number of hub pages beyond 16 for finer-grained personaliza-
tion. Our method does not use the structure of hyperlinks. 

Liu et al. [25] also tried mapping user queries to sets of categories. This set of 
categories served as a context to disambiguate the words in the user’s query, which is 
similar to Vivisimo [35]. They studied how to supply, for each user, a small set of 
categories as a context for each query submitted by the user, based on his or her 
search history. Our approach does not personalize the set of categories, but personal-
izes results returned from a search engine. 

Another approach to web personalization is to predict forward references based on 
partial knowledge about the history of the session. Zukerman et al. [39] and Cadez et 
al. [5] use a Markov model to learn and represent significant dependencies among 
page references. Shahabi and Banaei-Kashani [32] proposed a web-usage-mining 
framework using navigation pattern information. They introduced a feature-matrices 
(FM) model to discover and interpret users’ access patterns. This approach is differ-
ent from ours since we use the contents of web pages, and not navigation patterns. 
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Fig. 1. Personalizing search results 
 
PowerBookmarks [24] is a web information organization, sharing, and manage-

ment tool, that monitors and utilizes users’ access patterns to provide useful personal-
ized services. PowerBookmarks provides automated URL bookmarking, document 
refreshing, bookmark expiration, and subscription services for new or updated docu-
ments. BookmarkOrganizer [26] is an automated system that maintains a hierarchical 
organization of a user’s bookmarks using the classical HAC algorithm [36], but by 
applying “slicing” technique (slice the tree at regular intervals and collapse into one 
single level all levels between two slices). Both BookmarkOrganizer and Power-
Bookmarks reduce the effort required to maintain the bookmark, but they are insensi-
tive to the context browsed by users and do not have reordering functions. 

3   Personalized Results 

Personalization of web search involves adjusting search results for each user based on 
his or her unique interests. Our approach orders the pages returned by a search engine 
depending on a user’s interests.  Instead of creating our own web search engine, we 
retrieved results from Google [14]. Since the purpose of this paper is to achieve a 
personalized ordering of search engine results, we can score a page based on the user 
profile and the results returned by a search engine as shown in the dashed box in Fig. 
1. This paper mainly focuses on the scoring function. 

To build the user profile, called UIH, we use the web pages in his/her bookmarks 
[24,26] and the Divisive Hierarchy Clustering (DHC) algorithm [23]. A UIH organ-
izes a user’s interests from general to specific. Near the root of a UIH, general inter-
ests are represented by larger clusters of terms while towards the leaves, more spe-
cific interests are represented by smaller clusters of terms. In this paper, "term" refers  
 



  
Table 1. Sample data set 

Web page Content 
1 ai machine learning ann perceptron  
2 ai machine learning ann perceptron 
3 ai machine learning decision tree id3 c4.5 
4 ai machine learning decision tree id3 c4.5 
5 ai machine learning decision tree hypothesis space 
6 ai machine learning decision tree hypothesis space 
7 ai searching algorithm bfs 
8 ai searching algorithm dfs 
9 ai searching algorithm constraint reasoning forward checking  

10 ai searching algorithm constraint reasoning forward checking   
 
 
 ai, machine, learning, ann, perceptron, decision, tree,

id3, c4.5, hypothesis, space, searching, algorithm, bfs,
dfs, constraint, reasoning, forward, checking 

 
 
 

machine, learning, hypothe-
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(a) With sample data set                                                       
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Fig. 2. Sample user interest hierarchies 
 
a phrase that has one or more word. The root node contains all distinct terms in the 
bookmarked web page. The leaf nodes contain more specifically interesting terms. 
The relations between terms are calculated based on the co-occurrence in the same 
web page. 



Two examples of a UIH are shown in Fig. 2 – UIH (a) is generated from a sample 
dataset in Table 1 and UIH (b) is generated from a user’s real dataset. Each node 
(cluster) contains a set of words. The root node contains all words that exist in a set of 
web pages. Each node can represent a conceptual relationship if those terms occur 
together at the same web page frequently, for example in Fig. 2 (a), ‘perceptron’ and 
‘ann’ (in italics) can be categorized as belonging to neural network algorithms, 
whereas ‘id3’ and ‘c4.5’ (in bold) cannot. Words in this node (in the dashed box) are 
mutually related to some other words such as ‘machine’ and ‘learning’. This set of 
mutual words, ‘machine’ and ‘learning’, performs the role of connecting italicized 
and bold words. In Fig. 2 (b), Cluster 1 represents the homepage of Computer Sci-
ence department. Cluster 3 illustrates academic degree programs. Cluster 4 contains 
names of faculty members. The tree has a node with two child clusters, Cluster 6 and 
7, which contains words from course titles and hence represents the concepts of dif-
ferent courses (in the dashed box). 

This paper mainly focuses on devising a scoring method that receives two inputs 
(UIH and retrieved results) and one output (personalized ranking). For completeness, 
we next briefly describe the DHC algorithm that learns an UIH from a set of web 
pages (bookmarks in our experiments). 

4   Learning UIH 

The divisive hierarchical clustering (DHC) algorithm [23] recursively partitions the 
words into smaller clusters, which represent more related words. We assume words 
occurring close to each other (within a window size) are related to each other.  

DHC algorithm recursively divides clusters into child clusters until it meets the 
stopping conditions. In preparation for our clustering algorithm, we extract words 
from web pages that are interesting to the user, filter them through a stop list, and 
stem them. Fig. 3. illustrates the pseudo code for the DHC algorithm. Using a correla-
tion function, we calculate the strength of the relationship between a pair of words in 
line 1. The WindowSize is the maximum distance (in number of words) between 
two related words in calculating their correlation value. After calculating a threshold 
to differentiate strong correlation values from weak correlation in line 2, we remove 
all weak correlation values in line 5. The FINDTHRESHOLD is a method that calcu-
lates the cutoff value for determining strong and weak correlation values. We then 
build a weighted undirected graph with each vertex representing a word and each 
weight denoting the correlation between two words. Since related words are more 
likely to appear in the same document than unrelated terms, we measure co-
occurrence of words in a document. Given the graph, called a CorrelationMa-
trix, the clustering algorithm recursively partitions the graph into subgraphs, called 
Clusters, each of which represents a sibling node in the resulting UIH in line 6. 

 



 
Cluster: distinct words in a set of interesting web pages 

to a user [with information of web page membership] 
CORRELATIONFUNCTION: Calculates the "closeness" of two 

words. 
FINDTHRESHOLD: Calculates the cutoff value for determining 

nd weak correlation values. strong a
WindowSize: The maximum distance (in number of words) be-

tween two related words in calculating their correla-
tion value. 

 
Procedure DHC (Cluster, CORRELATIONFUNCTION, 

FINDTHRESHOLD, WindowSize) 
1.  CorrelationMatrix ← CalculateCorrelationMatrix 

(CORRELATIONFUNCTION, Cluster, WindowSize) 
2.  Threshold ← CalculateThreshold(FINDTHRESHOLD, Corre-

lationMatrix) 
3.  If all correlation values are the same or a threshold 

is not found 
4.     Return EmptyHierarchy 
5.  Remove weights that are less than Threshold from Cor-

relationMatrix 
6.  While (ChildCluster←NextConnectedComponent (Correla-

tionMatrix)) 
7.     If size of ChildCluster >= MinClusterSize 
8.        ClusterHierarchy←ClusterHierarchy + ChildClus-

ter + DHC(ChildCluster, CORRELATIONFUNCTION, 
FINDTHRESHOLD, WindowSize) 

9.  Return ClusterHierarchy 
End Procedure 

 
Fig. 3. DHC algorithm 

 
 

  
At each partitioning step, edges with “weak” weights are removed and the result-

ing connected components constitute sibling clusters (we can also consider cliques as 
clusters, but more computation is required). We treat the determination of what value 
is considered to be “strong” or “weak”, as another clustering. The recursive partition-
ing process stops when one of the stopping criteria is satisfied. The first criterion is 
when the current graph does not have any connected components after weak edges 
are removed. The second criterion is a new child cluster is not formed if the number 
of words in the cluster falls below a predetermined threshold. 

The CalculateCorrelationMatrix function takes a correlation function, 
cluster, and window size as parameters and returns the correlation matrix, where the 
window size affects how far two words (the number of words between two words) 
can be considered as related. The correlation function calculates how strongly two 
words are related. Since related words are likely to be closer to each other than unre-
lated words, we assume two words co-occurring within a window size are related to 
each other. To simplify our discussion, we have been assuming the window size to be 



the entire length of a document. That is, two words co-occur if they are in the same 
document. 

We use AEMI (Augmented Expected Mutual Information) [6] as a correlation 
function. Consider A and B in AEMI (A,B) are the events for the two words. 

 is the probability of a document containing a and )( aAP = )( aAP =  is the 
probability of a document not having term a. )( bBP = and )( bBP =  is defined 
likewise. ),( bBaAP ==  is the probability of a document containing both terms a 
and b. These probabilities are estimated from documents that are interesting to the 
user. AEMI (A,B) is defined as: 

∑
====

−=
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The first term computes supporting evidence that a and b are related and the second 
term calculates counter-evidence.  

The CalculateThreshold function takes a threshold-finding method and cor-
relation matrix as parameters and returns the threshold. We examine methods that 
dynamically determine a reasonable threshold value, in order to differentiate strong 
from weak correlation values between a pair of terms. Weights with a weak correla-
tion are removed from CorrelationMatrix and child clusters are identified. 

The MaxChildren method selects a threshold such that maximum of child clusters 
are generated and is guided to generate a shorter tree. This way we divide the strongly 
correlated values from weakly correlated ones. This also ensures that the resulting 
hierarchy does not degenerate to a tall and thin tree (which might be the case for other 
methods). This preference also stems from the fact that topics are generally more 
diverse than detailed and the library catalog taxonomy is typically short and wide. For 
example, we want the trees in Fig. 2 to be shorter and wider. MaxChildren calculates 
the number of child clusters for each boundary value between two quantized regions. 
To guarantee the selected threshold is not too low, this method ignores the first half 
of the boundary values. This method recursively divides the selected best region until 
there are no changes on the number of child clusters. 

Table 1 has words from ten sample web pages; after running the DHC algorithm, 
the UIH in Fig. 2a is produced. We next discuss how an UIH can be used to score a 
web page retrieved by a search engine. 

5   Using UIH for Scoring Pages 

In order to provide personalized, reordered search results to a user, we need to score 
each page depending on personal interests. Therefore, the goal is to assign higher 
scores to web pages that a user finds more interesting. This section explains how to 
score a retrieved web page using a user’s UIH. First, we explain the basic characteris-
tics for each matching term. Second, based on the characteristics, we propose func-
tions to score a term. These functions determine how interesting a term is to a user. 
Third, based on the score and the number of the matching terms, we calculate an 



overall score for the page. Last, since the search engine provides a score/ranking for a 
web page, we incorporate this ranking into our final score of the web page. 

5.1   Four Characteristics of a Term 

Given a web page and a UIH, we identify matching terms (words/phrases) that reside 
both in the web page and in the UIH. The number of matching terms is defined m, 
which is less than the number of total distinct terms in the web page, n, and the num-
ber of total distinct terms in the UIH, l. 

Each matching term, ti, is analyzed according to four characteristics: the deepest 
level of a node where a term belongs to (Dti), the length of a term such as how many 
words are in the term (Lti), the frequency of a term (Fti), and the emphasis of a term 
(Eti). D and L can be calculated while building a UIH from the web pages in a user’s 
bookmarks. Different web page has different values for F and E characteristics. We 
estimate the probability of these four characteristics and based on these probabilities, 
we approximate the significance of each matching term. Suppose a web page A has 
most of the terms bold formatted and the other web page B has only a few terms bold 
formatted. The bold formatted terms in B may be more significant than the bold for-
matted terms in A. The probability (0~1) of the bold formatted term can be used to 
represent the significance/emphasis of the term. 

 
Level/depth of a UIH Node. A UIH represents general interests in large clusters of 
terms near the root of the UIH, while more specific interests are represented by 
smaller clusters of terms near the leaves. The root node contains all distinct terms and 
the leaf nodes contain small groups of terms that represent more specific interests. 
Therefore, terms in more specific interests are harder to match, and the deepest level 
(depth) where the term matches indicates significance. For example, a document that 
contains terms in leaf nodes will be more related to the user’s interests than a docu-
ment that contains the terms in a root node only. If a term in a node also appears in 
several of its ancestors, we use the level (depth) closest to the leaves. 

There is research that indicates user-defined query scores can be used effectively 
[31,16,8]. From the acquisition point of view, it is not clear how many levels of im-
portance users can specify if we ask a user directly. In I3R [9], they used only two 
levels: important or default. Harper [16] used 5 levels of importance, and Croft and 
Das [8] used 4 levels. We calculate the scores of terms using the deepest level (depth) 
of a node in the UIH instead of explicitly asking the user. 

The significance of a term match can be measured by estimating the probability, 
P(Dti), of matching term ti at depth (level) Dti in the UIH. For example, Dti=0 includes 
100 terms (all terms), Dti=1 has 20 terms, and Dti=2 contains 10 terms. Then, P(Dti=1) 
will be 0.2 and P(Dti=2) becomes 0.1. A term that matches more specific  
 



interests (deeper in the UIH) has a lower P(Dti) of occurring. Lower probability indi-
cates the matching term, ti, is more significant. The probability is estimated by: 

 

number of distinct terms at depth Dti in the UIH 
=)(

it
DP  l 

Length of a Term. Longer terms (phrases) are more specific than shorter ones. If a 
web page contains a long search term typed in by a user, the web page is more likely 
what the user was looking for. 

In general, there are fewer long terms than short terms. To measure the signifi-
cance of a term match, the probability, P(Lti), of matching term ti of length Lti in the 
UIH is calculated. Lti is defined as MIN (10, the length of a term) (e.g., ti = “apple 
computer”, then Lti = 2). We group the longer (greater than 10) phrases into one bin 
because they are rare. Longer terms has a smaller probability, P(Lti), of occurring, 
which indicates a more significant match. The probability is estimated by: 

 
number of distinct terms of length Lti in the UIH 

=)(
it

LP  l 

Frequency of a Term. More frequent terms are more significant/important than less 
frequent terms. Frequent terms are often used for document clustering or information 
retrieval [34]. A document that contains a search term many times will be more 
related to a user’s interest than a document that has the term only once. 

We estimate the probability, P(Fti), of a matching term ti at frequency Fti in a web 
page to measure the significance of the term. However, in general, frequent terms 
have a lower probability of occurring. For example, in a web page most of the terms 
(without the terms in a stop list [12]) will occur once, some terms happen twice, and 
fewer terms repeat three times or more. Lower probabilities, P(Fti), of a term ti indi-
cates the significance of a term. The probability is estimated by: 

 
number of distinct terms with frequency Fti in a web page 

=)(
it

FP  n 



Emphasis of a Term. Some terms have different formatting (HTML tags) such as 
title, bold, or italic. These specially-formatted terms have more emphasis in the page 
than those that are formatted normally. A document that emphasizes a search term as 
a bold format will be more related to the search term than a document that has the 
term in a normal format without emphasis. If a term is emphasized by the use of two 
or more types of special formatting we assign a priority in the order of title, bold, and 
italic. 

The significance for each type of format is estimated based on the probability, 
P(Eti), of matching term ti with the format type Eti in a web page. Those format types 
are more significant/important if the format type has lower probability of occurring in 
a web page. Lower probability P(Eti) of a matching term, ti, indicates the term is more 
significant. The probability is estimated by:  

 
number of distinct terms with emphasis Eti in a web page 

=)(
it

EP  n 

5.2   Scoring a Term 

Uniform Scoring. P(Dti, Lti, Fti, Eti) is the joint probability of all four characteristics 
occurring in term ti -- Dti is the depth of a node where a term belongs to, Lti is the 
length of a term, Fti is the frequency of a term, and Eti is the emphasis of a term. We 
can easily observe that there is no significant correlation among the four 
characteristics. Assuming independence among the four characteristics, we estimate: 

)()()()(),,,(
iiiiiiii tttttttt EPFPLPDPEFLDP ×××=  

 

The corresponding log likelihood is: 
)(log)(log),,,(log

iiiiii tttttt LPDPEFLDP +=  
                 )(log)(log

ii tt EPFP ++  

(1)

Smaller log likelihood means the term match is more significant. In information 
theory [27], –log2 P(e) is the number of bits needed to encode event e, hence using –
log2, instead of log, in Eq. 1 yields the total number of bits needed to encode the four 
characteristics. The uniform term scoring (US) function for a personalized term score 
is formulated as: 

                                 )(log)(log 22 iii ttt LPDPS −−=

                                          )(log)(log 22 ii tt EPFP −−

(2)

which we use as a score for term ti. Larger Sti means the term match is more signifi-
cant. 



Weighted Scoring. The uniform term scoring function uses uniform weights for each 
characteristic. It is possible that some characteristics are more important than the 
others. For instance, the depth of a node (D) may be more significant than frequency 
(F). Therefore, we attempted to differentiate the weights for each characteristic. F and 
E characteristics represent the relevance of a web page. Longer terms (greater L) 
represent a user’s interest more specifically; however, longer terms do not mean that 
a user is more interested in that term. Therefore, those L, F, and E characteristics do 
not fully reflect a user’s interests. It is more reasonable to emphasize D characteristic 
more than other characteristics, because D (depth) represents the strength of a user’s 
interests.  

A simple heuristic is used in this paper that assumes the depth of a node is at least 
two times more important than other characteristics. Based on this heuristic, the 
weights w1=0.4, w2=0.2, w3=0.2, and w4=0.2 are assigned. The weighted term scoring 
(WS) function for a personalized term score is formulated as: 

                           )(log)(log 2221 iii ttt LPwDPwS −−=  
                                     )(log)(log 2423 ii tt EPwFPw −−  

(3)

The performance of WS may depend on how the weights for each characteristic are 
assigned. We will examine this further in the future. 

5.3   Scoring a Page 

The personal page score is based on the number of interesting terms and how inter-
esting the terms are in a web page. If there are many terms in a web page that are 
interesting to a user, it will be more interesting to the user than a web page that has 
fewer interesting terms. If there are terms in a page that are more interesting to a user, 
the web page will be more interesting to the user than a web page that has less inter-
esting terms. 

The personalized page scoring function for a web page Spj adds all the scores of the 
terms in the web page and can be formulated as: 

∑ =
=

m

i tp ij
SS

1  (4)

where m is the total number of matching terms in a web page and Sti is the score for 
each distinct term. The time complexity of scoring a page is O(n), where n is the 
number of “distinct” terms in a web page. D and L characteristics can be calculated 
during the preprocessing stage of building a UIH. F and L characteristics can be cal-
culated while extracting distinct terms from a web page. 

5.4   Incorporating Public Page Score  

Personal page scoring is not sufficient for some search engines. The success of using 
public scoring in popular search engines, such as Google’s PageRank, indicates the 
importance of using a public page-popularity measure to determine what page a user 
is interested in. Many existing methods determine the public popularity of a page by 



determining the number pages that link to it [18,19]. Many collaborative filtering 
approaches also use the popularity of a web page for recommendation [11,20]. Sec-
tion 4.3 described our personal web page scoring function. We wish to incorporate 
the public scoring into our page scoring function so both the popularity of a page and 
individual interests are taken into account. We use the rank order returned by Google 
as our public score. GOOGLEpj is the score of a web page pj based on the page rank 
returned by Google for a search term. Users tend to find the answers they are looking 
for with Google [10], so we decide to use the Google’s rank as the public page score. 
The use of Google’s page rank makes our experimental comparison with Google 
clearer, because any improvement in the ordering is due to the contribution of our 
personal page score. For a given web page, pj, the personal and public page score 
(PPS) equation can be written as: 

PPSpj = c×R (Spj) + (1-c)×R (GOOGLEpj) (5)

where function R(GOOGLEpj) return the rank of a web page, pj, with the public page 
score of GOOGLEpj, and R(Spj) is the rank of a web page, pj, with the personal page 
score, Spj. If the function R returns the rank in an ascending order, more interesting 
web pages will have lower PPS values. Therefore, the function R reverses the rank. 
The personal page score and the public page score are weighted by the value of the 
constant c. In this paper, both functions are weighed equally: c = 0.5. 

The performance of US or WS may depend on how much we weigh the personal 
page score over the public page score. The experiment with various c will be our 
future work. 

6   Experiments 

In our experiments data were collected from 11 different users. Of the 11 human 
subjects, 4 were undergraduate students and 7 were graduate students. In terms of 
major, 7 were Computer Sciences, 2 were Aeronautical Sciences, 1 was Chemical 
Engineering, and 1 was Marine Biology. We asked each volunteer to submit 2 search 
terms that can contain any Boolean operators. Some examples of the search terms 
used are  
{review forum +"scratch remover", cpu benchmark, aeronautical, Free cross-stitch 
scenic patterns, neural networks tutorial, DMC(digital media center), artificial intelli-
gence , etc.} 

Then, we used Google to retrieve 100 related web pages for each search term. 
Those collected web pages (about 2,200 in total) were classified/labeled by user 
based on two categories: interest and potential interest. The data set for interest has 
more authority because it indicates direct relevance to the current search query. The 
data set for potential interest reflects the user’s general personal interests, which 
might not be directly relevant at the time of query. The areas of a user’s potential 
interests often go beyond the boundary of a search term’s specific meaning. Some-
times users find interesting web pages while searching for different subjects. These 
unexpected results help the user as well. Therefore, it is also a contribution if a 
method shows higher precision in finding potentially interesting web pages.  



In order to build UIHs, we also requested each volunteer to submit the web pages 
in their bookmarks. If there were fewer than 50 web pages in their bookmarks, we 
asked them to collect more pages up to around 50. The minimum number of web 
pages was 38 and the maximum number was 72. Web pages from both bookmarks 
and Google were parsed to retrieve only texts. The terms (words and phrases) in the 
web pages are stemmed and filtered through the stop list [12]. A phrase-finding algo-
rithm [22] was used to collect variable-length phrases. Words in selection 
boxes/menus were also removed because they did not appear on the screen until a 
user clicks on them.  Unimportant contexts such as comments and style were also 
removed. Web pages that contain non-text (e.g., “.pdf” files, image files, etc.) were 
excluded because we are handling only text. To remove any negative bias to Google, 
broken links that were still ranked high erroneously by Google were excluded from 
the test, since those web pages will be scored “Poor” by the user for sure. The data 
used in this study is accessible at http://cs.fit.edu/~hkim/dissertation/dissertation.htm. 
Microsoft .NET language was used, and the program ran on an Intel Pentium 4 CPU. 

Users categorized the interest as “Good”, “Fair”, and “Poor”; the potential interest 
is categorized as “Yes” and “No”. A web page was scored as “Good”, “Fair”, and 
“Poor” depending on each individual’s subjective opinion based on the definition of 
interest. We are interested in the small number of “Good” web pages, since users tend 
to open only the top several web pages. That is why we use the three scales instead of 
two scales such as “related” and “not related”. It was also marked as “Yes” or “No” 
based on the user’s potential interest. We evaluated a ranking method based on how 
many interesting (categorized as “Good”) or potentially interesting web pages (cate-
gorized as “Yes”) the method collected within a certain number of top links [2] 
(called “Top link analysis”). It is realistic in a sense many information retrieval sys-
tems are interested in the top 10 or 20 groups. Precision/recall graph [34] is used for 
evaluation as well (called “precision/recall analysis”). It is one of the most common 
evaluation methods in information retrieval. However, traditional precision/recall 
graphs are very sensitive to the initial rank positions and evaluate entire rankings [8]. 
The formula for precision and recall were: 
Precision = Number of “Good” or ”Yes” pages retrieved in the set / 

Size of the set 
Recall = Number of “Good” or ”Yes” pages retrieved in the set / 

Number of “Good” or “Yes” pages in the set 

where the “set” is the group of top ranked web pages.  In this paper we study five 
groups: Top 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20. 

7   Analysis 

We compare four ranking methods: Google, Random, US, and WS. Google is the 
ranking provided by Google.  Random arbitrarily ranks the web pages. US and WS 
are the two proposed methods based on a personal UIH learned from a user’s book-
marks. For Random, US, and WS, the top 100 pages retrieved by Google are re-
ranked based on the method. Each method is analyzed with two data sets: a set of web  
 



Table 2. Precision in Top 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 for interesting web pages 
 Top 1 Top 5 Top 10 Top 15 Top 20 

Google .36 .34 .277 .285 .270 
Random .14  .25 .205 .206 .209 

US .32 .31 .323(17%) .315(11%) .305(13%) 
WS .36 .34 .314(13%) .327(15%) .309(14%) 
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Fig. 4. Precision/recall graph for interesting web pages 

 
 
pages chosen as interesting and another chosen as potentially interesting by the users. 
Top link analysis, precision/recall analysis, the sensitivity of personal score weight c 
(Section 4.4) are discussed. 

7.1   Interesting Web Page 

Top Link Analysis. Web search engine users are usually interested in the links 
ranked within top 20 [7]. We compare each method only with Top 1, 5, 10, 15, and 
20 links on the interesting web page data set and present the results in Table 2. The 
first column is the methods; the next five columns present the precision values of 
each method with respect to the five Top links. The values in each cell are the 
average of 22 search terms’ precision values. High precision value indicates high 
accuracy/performance. Precision values higher than Google’s are formatted as bold 
and the percentage of improvement is within parentheses. The highest precision value 
in each column is underscored.  



Table 3. Precision in Top 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 for potentially interesting web pages 

 Top 1 Top 5 Top 10 Top 15 Top 20 
Google .59 .53 .514 .509 .475 

Random .36 .39 .350 .358 .364 
US .59 .58 (9%) .536 (4%) .521 (2%) .493 (4%) 
WS .64 (8%) .62 (17%) .541 (5%) .524 (3%) .498 (5%) 
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Fig. 5. Precision/recall graph for potentially interesting web pages 

 
 
The results show that our WS method was more accurate than Google in three Top 

links (Top 10, 15, and 20) and the percentages of improvements are at least 13%, 
while WS ties with Google for Top 1 and Top 5. In terms of the highest precision, 
WS showed highest performance in four columns; Google showed in only two col-
umns and the values are equal to WS. Compared to US, WS showed higher precision 
in four (Top 1, 5, 15 and 20) of the five columns. Random was the lowest as we ex-
pected, showing the lowest precisions in all five columns.  These results indicate that 
WS achieves the highest overall precision. 

We also wanted to know which search terms yielded higher precision with WS 
than with Google and analyzed the precision with respect to each individual search 
term. Out of 22 search terms (11 users × 2 search terms), WS achieved higher preci-
sion for 12 search terms (55%), Google did for 8 search terms (36%), and they were 
even for 2 search terms (9%). The terms that WS win are {Caribbean History, com-
plex variables, DMC(digital media center), XML Repository, beos operating system, 
artificial intelligence, military weapons, windows xp +theme +skin, extreme pro-
gramming principles, java design patterns, Australia adventure tours, Australia ecol-
ogy}. The terms that Google win are {aerospace, aeronautical, boston pics, cpu 
benchmark, sniper rifle, review forum +"scratch remover", woodworking tutorial, 
neural networks tutorial}. Since the UIH is built from a user’s bookmarks, we analyse 



the bookmarks to understand the search terms that did not perform well using WS. 
When we compare the bookmarks with the “good” retrieved web pages, we found 
that they are unrelated. For example, a volunteer used “woodworking tutorial” as a 
search term, but he never bookmarked web pages related to that term.  This implies 
bookmarks are useful for building user profiles, but they are not sufficient. We will 
discuss enhancements in the conclusion. 
 
Precision/Recall Analysis. Precision/recall analysis visualizes the performance of 
each method in graphs as shown in Fig. 4. The x-axis is recall and y-axis is precision. 
The line closer to the upper-right corner has higher performance. WS and US are 
closer to the upper-right corner than Google except with recall values lower than .15 
(after Top 5). The consistent higher performance after Top 5 tells us that WS yields 
higher performance than Google. In general, WS outperforms US and Random.  

7.2   Potentially Interesting Web Page 

Top Link Analysis. We compare our four methods with Top 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 
links on the potentially interesting web page data set and present the results in Table 3. 
The values in each cell are the average of 22 search terms’ precision values. The 
ways of reading this table and the table for interesting web pages are similar.  

WS showed higher performances than Google in all five Top links. All five preci-
sions achieved by WS are the highest values as well. The percentages of improve-
ments are between 3% and 17%. Random showed the lowest in all five Top links. 
The reason for the improvement of WS is, we predict, because the UIH that was de-
rived from a user’s bookmarks supported the user’s potential interest. It might be 
difficult for Google that used the global/public interest to predict individual user’s 
broad potential interests.  

We also counted what search terms yielded higher precision with WS than with 
Google. WS achieved higher performance for 12 search terms (55%), Google made 
for 8 search terms (36%), and they were even for 2 search terms (9%) out of 22 
search terms. The reason for the low performance of some search terms might be 
because there is no relation between his/her bookmarks and the search terms. 

Precision/Recall Analysis. The results from precision/recall graph for potentially 
interesting web pages in Fig. 5 and the Top link analysis in Table 3 are similar. WS 
was closer to the upper-right corner than Google, US, and Random over all. WS out-
performed other methods on potentially interesting web pages data set. 

8   Conclusion 

The purpose of this research is to devise a new method of ranking web search results 
to serve each individual user’s interests. A user profile called UIH is learned from 
his/her bookmarks using the DHC algorithm [23]. For scoring a term in a web page 



that matches a term in the UIH, we identified four characteristics: the depth of tree 
node in the UIH that contains the term, the length of the term, the frequency of the 
term in the web page, and the html formatting used for emphasis. Our approach uses 
the terms filtered though stop list in web pages [12]. This approach removes the proc-
ess of selecting important/significant terms unlike other information retrieval tech-
niques [30]. Therefore, we can handle smaller data set and reduce the danger of 
eliminating new important terms. We evaluated methods based on how many interest-
ing web pages or potentially interesting web pages each algorithm found within cer-
tain number of top links [2]. Traditional precision/recall graphs [34] were also used 
for evaluation. We counted which search term showed higher performances with WS 
than with Google as well. 

We compared four ranking methods: Google, Random, US, and WS. Google is the 
most popular search engine and posts the best ordering results currently. Random 
method was chosen to see the improved performance of Google and our new meth-
ods. We used two data sets: interesting web pages that are relevant to the user search 
term and potentially interesting web pages that could be relevant in the future. On 
interesting web pages, the Top link analysis indicated WS achieved at least 13% 
higher precision than Google for Top 10, 15 and 20 links on average. WS outper-
formed US and Random in general also. The precision/recall analysis showed that 
WS outperformed Google except with recall values lower than .15. Out of 22 search 
terms, WS achieved higher precision than Google for 12 search terms (55%). On 
potentially interesting web pages, WS achieved the highest performance in all five 
Top links with improvement over Google between 3% and 17%. It also outperformed 
the other methods in the precision/recall graph. The analysis of individual search 
terms yielded the same results as on interesting web pages. Therefore, these results 
conclude that WS can provide more accurate ranking than Google on average.  

The improvement of WS was not statistically significant because the precision val-
ues of Google had large variance. The reason for the low performance of some search 
terms might be because there is no relation between his/her bookmarks and the search 
terms. We may be able to relieve this problem by incorporating interesting web pages 
based on implicit interest indicators such as mouse movements [21] in addition to 
bookmarking. There is a downside to using bookmarks because it relies on users 
deleting old bookmarks that they no longer consider relevant, so the data may become 
polluted with uninteresting documents with time. Therefore, we may have to adjust 
the time as the fifth characteristic. In this work, we used two characteristics of a term 
for personalization. The effect of these qualitatively different features should be 
evaluated in the future as well. 

During the experiment, we observed that users do not tend to measure index pages 
as "Good". It is because index pages usually contain long lists of hyperlinks with little 
description for a user to find interesting. To identify index pages automatically, we 
count the number of "outside words" (the text outside anchor tags), which usually 
provide the subject content. However, our approach of penalizing the index pages did 
not make much improvement in our initial experiments. We will examine this ap-
proach further in the future. 

Measuring the precision with clustered search results like the results from 
Vivisimo [35] may show different performance from Google’s. In a clustered search 



engine, a link that does not belong to the top 10 in whole can belong to the top 10 in 
some sub clusters. The clustered search results provide users easier access to the 
interesting links after Top 10 or 20. Since WS showed higher performance for those 
links than Google, we assume that our method may get higher performance with 
clustered search engines. 
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